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Abstract

Objective: Primary intracranial or spinal hemangiopericytoma (HPC) represents a rare tumour that is more difficult to distinguish from other CNS tumours based on clinical symptoms and imaging findings. In this article, here we present 5 cases with HPC (3 intracranial and 2 spinal) with histologically confirmed were treated at our hospital between June 2009 to January 2010, and a review of the literature pertaining to the diagnosis, clinical management, and so on.

Methods: Clinical data of the 5 patients with HPCs from cerebra and spinal cord including the manifestations of imaging, pathology, treatment and prognosis factors were investigated, and relevant literatures were reviewed. Of which, 3 males, 2 females, age ranged from 6-35 years old, median age at primary diagnosis was 29 years.

Results: 3 patients underwent craniotomy and the other 2 patients underwent spinal surgery. Total mass removal was achieved in 1 case and subtotal removal in 4 cases. All 5 patients received radiotherapy after resection. A total dose of 59.4 Gy/33f was delivered in a fractionation of 5 x1.8 Gy per week for the 3 patients with cerebral lesions using three dimensional conformal radiation therapy (3D-CRT) or intensive modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) technique, and 45Gy in 25 fractions for the 2 patients with spinal lesions. The patients were followed up varied from 6 to 27 months, and none of the patients was found with evidence of radiation complications. Acute toxicity was mild including skin erythema and alopecia. Follow-up of the patients has not yet discovered that a tumour recurrence and extra-cranial metastasis all remain alive up to date.

Conclusions: Multidisciplinary care should be highly advocated in the management of intracranial or spinal HPC. Surgical resection, either complete or subtotal excision, followed by postoperative radiotherapy, will provide the patients with higher probability for disease-free survival.
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3D-CRT: Three Dimensional Conformal Radiation Therapy; IMRT: Intensive Modulated Radiation Therapy

Introduction

Hemangiopericytoma (HPC, or HAP) of the central nervous system (CNS) is a rare vascularized mesenchymal tumour that originate from pericytes, the contractile cells surrounding capillaries, and develops from malignant transformation of pericytes, it can occur anywhere in the human body because of the ubiquity of pericytes in all mesenchymal tissues, especially in bone, kidney, liver, skin, and central nervous system [1]. Intracranial HPC accounts for 2% ~ 4% of meningeal tumour, and it remains a rare entity and has been estimated to represent 0.4% of all primary central nervous system tumours, there is no significant difference of the HPC incidence in gender, and ages of around 40-50 are most commonly affected, the natural course of the disease can be very long. The clinical manifestations usually are dizziness, diplopia, and so on. Pathologically, HPC of the CNS is mostly lobulated solid tumours with clear boundaries. Microscopic examination typically reveals highly cellular tumours, with round or fusiform tumour cells demonstrating ill-defined cytoplasm, oval nuclei, and small prominent nucleoli, and more common nuclear fission [2,3]. The immunohistochemical profile of HPC of the CNS differs from that of meningioma and thus is imperative in securing the diagnosis. Whereas both meningiomas and HPCs are often vimentin positive, reflecting their mesenchymal origin. As tumours grow quickly, anaplastic HPC is typically characterized by the presence of necrosis and cystic changes, and the tumour is abundant in blood vessels, and the vessel wall is thinner, the lumen is coating unique by a layer of flat endothelial cells lining. There were non-specific antibodies, but the expression of Vimentin may positive (++), indicate that HPC cells may arise from mesenchyma. Radiographically, intracranial HPCs are difficult to differentiate from meningiomas, schwannomas, and solitary fibrous tumours. When the tumour is small, imaging often misdiagnosed as meningioma. MRI examination of these tumours is typically isointense with cortical gray matter on T1WI and isointense to mildly hyper-intense on T2WI. Contrast enhancement images typically demonstrate intensely enhancing extra-axial lesions, often with a discernable dural attachment. Some authors
have suggested that the imaging characteristics may help to distinguish HPC from meningioma. Well-defined lytic destruction of adjacent skull on CT scan can help the HPC diagnosis; the reliable radiographic characteristic differentiating HPC from meningioma is usually the presence of calcification within the lesion, which effectively excludes HPC from the differential diagnosis [4,5].

HPCs are highly vascularized tumours, and the cells of the intracranial hemangiopericytoma comprise the walls of capillaries and postcapillary venules. The clinical, radiographic, and gross characteristics of these tumours often are indistinguishable from meningiomas, and sometimes easily misdiagnosed as meningioma or hemangioma [2-4]. Because HPC closely mimics meningioma in clinical and radiographic presentation, histological confirmation is the only definitive means of distinguishing the diagnosis. In addition, despite sharing a common arachnoid location with benign meningioma, HPC is distinguished by a more aggressive biology that facilitates local recurrence and distant metastasis, they are mesenchymal neoplasms that grow rapidly; the tumours had distant meningiomas, and sometimes easily misdiagnosed as meningioma or hemangioma [6-8]. Here we report our experience from June 2009 to January 2010 in treating five patients with intracranial HPC using radiotherapy after tumour surgical resection, and evaluate the role of three dimensional conformal radiation therapy (3D-CRT) and intensive modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) in the management of the HPC of the CNS, and offer an analysis of treatment outcomes based on our experience.

Materials and Methods

General materials

Five patients with histological confirmed HPC were treated at our hospital between June 2009 to January 2010. The tumours were localized respectively within the cerebellum, temporal-parietal, frontal-temporal regions (n=3), and spine T4-T8, L3-S2 regions (n=2). Of which, 3 males, 2 females, age ranged from 6-35 years old, median age at primary diagnosis was 29 years. Median disease course was 16 months (range, 1-36 months). The patients presented with neurological symptoms, including headache, vision damage, nausea, vomiting, and motor deficits. After primary diagnosis, surgical resection was performed in all 5 patients (table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patients</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Lesion location</th>
<th>Histo-Pathology confirmed</th>
<th>Surgical pattern</th>
<th>Radiation Dose delivered</th>
<th>Serious Side-effects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No.01</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>cerebellum</td>
<td>HPC</td>
<td>Total gross</td>
<td>59.4 Gy/1.8x33f</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.02</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>temporal-apical</td>
<td>HPC</td>
<td>subtotal</td>
<td>59.4 Gy/1.8x33f</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.03</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>frontal-temporal</td>
<td>HPC</td>
<td>subtotal</td>
<td>59.4 Gy/1.8x33f</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.04</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>T4-T8</td>
<td>HPC</td>
<td>subtotal</td>
<td>45 Gy/1.8x25f</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.05</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>L3-S2</td>
<td>HPC</td>
<td>subtotal</td>
<td>45 Gy/1.8x25f</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: General characteristics of five patient’s with HPC and clinical managements.

Clinical and pathological features

It mainly manifested symptoms with a medical history of tumour pressing tissue results in local symptoms. Of these, it has headache in 3 cases, decreased vision and visual field defect in 1 case, and the side limb muscle strength weakened in 2 cases, the side ptoisis in 1 case. Preoperatively, all 5 patients underwent enhanced MRI examination, MRI examination showed T1 equal signal, T2 slightly higher signal, with significantly contrast enhance, there are sometimes cystic changes or tumour focal necrosis in larger tumours, invasion of the tumour to the surrounding tissue may have edema around the tumour (Figure1).

Exposure of the lesion revealed it to be a well-encapsulated, gray, fibrous lesion. Metastatic workup including CT of the chest, abdomen, and pelvis didn’t reveal any evidence of extra cranial-spinal HPC. Histological tissue sections of the tumours generally revealed a neoplasia of high cellularity composed of cells with oval to spindled nuclei in a densely hyalinized background and scattered “staghorn” ectatic blood vessels, a reticulin stain highlighted abundant pericytic and vascular collagen. Immunohistochemistry was carried out using antibodies to factor CD34, EMA, vimentin, and S-100. The tumour showed immunoreactivity with antibodies to vimentin, CD-34. Collectively, the microscopic features and immunohistochemical profile confirmed the diagnosis of HPC (Figure2).
Figure 1: Cerebral MRI features of contrast-enhancing of intracranial HPC before Surgery. Contrast MRI of the head demonstrated a huge enhancing mass of right temporal-apical lesion in the axial, sagittal, and coronal views.

Figure 2: Pathological manifestations of cranial HPC (x200). A: a staining IHC, vimentin-positive. B: HE staining tumour cells, round or irregular shape, occasionally arranged in turbine-like, nuclear fission or nuclear shaped nuclei is more common, tumour mass is rich in blood vessels, and blood vessel walls thin. Lumen are only coated with a thin layer of the flat endothelial cells, and some abnormal blood vessels characterized with expansion.

Treatment options

Neurologic examination was intact, with diminished temperature perception of hand and foot in 2 patients with spinal lesions. After primary diagnosis, a surgical resection was performed in 5 patients either completes or subtotal resection, the surgical patterns depend mainly on lesion’s location, and the patients did not demonstrate any new neurologic deficits. All 5 patients received postoperative MRI examination to confirm a gross total or subtotal resection. Postoperatively, 5 patients did not demonstrate any new neurologic deficit. Radiotherapy for patients with microscopic residual disease or with resected cerebral or spinal involvement is planned as follows. The patient received postoperatively radiation therapy by 3D-CRT or IMRT technique consisting of 59.4Gy in 1.8Gy per fraction in total 33 fractions in continuous irradiation using Linac with 6MV-X rays (Varian 21 EX) for intracranial lesions, and 45Gy in 1.8Gy per fraction for the spinal lesions. The area to be irradiated is determined by correlating preoperative imaging studies, intraoperative findings, and the pathological review of the type. The target volume was generally defined as the tumour bed. For macroscopic residual tumours, the planning target volume (PTV) included the area of contrast enhancement adding a safety margin of 10–20 mm for typical microscopic spread, depending on the location of the tumour and on histology. The 95% PTV isodose line encompassed the target volume. All patients were seen for regular follow-up visits at least 6 to 12 months after completion of radiotherapy. Follow-up examinations included complete clinical examinations with a thorough neurological assessment and contrast-enhanced MRI will be continuously followed. The treatment planning showed as in Figures 3, 4 and 5.
Figure 3: Typical treatment plan for IMRT technique of Hemangiopericytoma of the right temporal-apical cerebra in (A) axial view, (B) sagittal view, (C) coronal view, and (D) dose-volume histogram (DVH). The patient received postoperatively radiation therapy by IMRT technique consisting of 59.4 Gy in 1.8 Gy per fraction in total 33 fractions in continuous irradiation using Linac with 6MV-X rays (Varian 21 EX). The area to be irradiated is determined by correlating preoperative imaging studies, intraoperative findings, and the pathological review of the type. The target volume was generally defined as the tumour bed. For macroscopic residual tumours, the planning target volume (PTV) included the area of contrast enhancement adding a safety margin of 10–20 mm. The 95% PTV isodose line encompassed the target volume.

Figure 4: Typical treatment plan for 3D-CRT for HPC of the upper spine (T4-T8) in (A) axial view, (B) sagittal view, (C) coronal view, and (D) dose-volume histogram (DVH). The patient received postoperatively radiation therapy by 3D-CRT technique consisting of 45Gy in 1.8Gy per fraction in total 25 fractions in continuous irradiation using Linac with 6MV-X rays (Varian 21 EX). The area to be irradiated is determined by correlating preoperative imaging studies, intraoperative findings, and the pathological review of the type. The target volume was generally defined as the tumour bed. For macroscopic residual tumours, the planning target volume (PTV) included the area of contrast enhancement adding a safety margin of 10 mm. The 95% PTV isodose line encompassed the target volume.

Figure 5: Typical treatment plan for 3D-CRT for HPC of the low spine (L3-S2) in (A) axial view, (B) sagittal view, (C) coronal view, and (D) dose-volume histogram (DVH). The patient received postoperatively radiation therapy by 3D-CRT technique consisting of 45Gy in 1.8Gy per fraction in total 25 fractions in continuous irradiation using Linac with 6MV-X rays (Varian 21 EX). The area to be irradiated is determined by correlating preoperative imaging studies, intraoperative findings, and the pathological review of the type. The target volume was generally defined as the tumour bed. For macroscopic residual tumours, the planning target volume (PTV) included the area of contrast enhancement adding a safety margin of 10 mm. The 95% PTV isodose line encompassed the target volume.

Results
Total removal was achieved in 1 case and subtotal removal was achieved in 4 cases. All 5 patients recovered well after operation, and previous symptoms were relieved mostly, and no complications occurred. All 5 patients received postoperative radiotherapy. Radiotherapy was well tolerated by all patients and could be completed without interruptions. Acute toxicity by radiotherapy was mild including skin erythema and alopecia, as evaluated with common toxicity criteria (CTC version 3.0). The patients were followed up for 6 to 27 months, and all remain alive during follow-up. No recurrence or metastasis was found in the 5 cases. To date, no severe late side-effects have been observed.

Discussion
Hemangiopericytoma in the central nervous system (CNS) are extremely rare, and it represents less than 0.5% of all intracranial tumours [9-11]. Intracranial hemangiopericytomas usually present as solitary, supratentorial, dural-based lesions, and often arising from the falk, tentorium, sagittal sinuses in the vicinity and skull base. Their relative abundant vascularity coupled frequently with their association with vital neural structures. In addition, tumour’s adhesions to the surrounding tissue often occurs [7]. Common clinical symptoms are headache, and gradual emergence signs of increased brain pressure relying on tumour location and tumour growth, sometimes with acute intracranial hemorrhage as the main clinical manifestations, there are more than half of the patients with intracranial HPC appeared increased cranial pressure at initial diagnosis [12,13]. When the tumour grows to a certain extent, the mass shape manifests more
irregular, often lobulated, which reflects tumour invasive growth extent. Intracranial HPC is rich with blood supply; hemorrhage and necrosis often appear with liquefaction and cystic changes, so its MRI signal and tumour entities of MRI enhancing showed significant enhancement effect of tumour heterogeneity. The initial diagnosis of these five patients with HPC in our study is typically made after careful review of the slides, as the histological characterization is essential for treatment decisions and prognosis.

Currently, surgical resection either complete, subtotal, or gross removal is the main way in the management of HPC, complete resection of the tumour at the time of initial surgery should be attempted. However, surgical intra-operative bleeding is often much during resection due to the high vascularity, which may lead to high surgery related morbidity and mortality, and in this case, it can be a great difficulty to undergo total tumour removal. A study by Soyuer showed that the 5-year local control rates after surgery were 84% after gross total resection and 38% after partial resection [8], hence extent of removal should be as great as extensive possible. When safe and feasible, gross total resection should be pursued as an initial surgical strategy to maximize overall survival. Given the rarity and aggressive nature of the HPCs, there is presently in the field no common understanding reached on standard care of the HPC to date, but most investigators believe that the standardized method of treatment should include gross total resection, followed by postoperative radiotherapy, and many studies have shown a benefit of combination of surgical resection and postoperative radiotherapy in local control both for gross residue and microscopic incomplete excision in the management of the HPC, and most of them suggested that radiotherapy after surgical resection should be routinely given [6,14-18]. In our study, all these 5 patients with HPC received postoperative radiotherapy, the dose delivered was 59.4Gy for the intracranial HPC, and 45Gy for the spinal HPC. There are no conclusive dose was recommended currently for HPC, it was reported a median total dose of 54 Gy was delivered in a routine fractionation, the overall survival rates at 5 and 10 years are 100% and 64%, respectively [6]. It’s reported that the response of HPCs to radiotherapy is dose dependent, with overall dose of 45 Gy or higher resulting in superior local control [19,20]. The role of chemotherapy in the treatment of systemic HPC is unclear; however, some patients have demonstrated modest benefit from chemotherapeutic regimens [21-23]. A study suggested that chemotherapy has a positive effect for patients with recurrence of HPC, but large sample study and long-term observation should be carried out [24]. In addition to their propensity for local recurrence, HPCs also metastasize outside the CNS, it’s reported that the average time to local recurrence is from 12 to 47 months, and the average time to development of extra-cranial metastases ranges from 63 to 99 months after initial surgical resection, and the most common sites of distant metastases are bone, liver, lung, and the skeletal muscle, but early systemic metastasis is very rare [19,25,26]. Radiotherapy shows promise in preventing local tumour progression, but recurrence sometimes still remains a common treatment outcome, adjuvant postoperative radiation is an attractive option for surgical remaining tumour [6,7,15,16,18,26-28]. There was a trend toward prolonged time to recurrence among patients who received adjuvant radiation in addition to their primary surgical resection. More specifically, this trend was seen among patients receiving subtotal resection plus adjuvant radiation compared with gross resection alone [15]. In our study, it has not yet discovered a tumour recurrence and extra-cranial and extra-spinal metastasis during the follow-up period; all patients remain alive to date. As most of cases tend to locally recur by many years after treatment with gross total resection and adjuvant RT, hence it is advocated that long-term follow-up should be carried out. Recent clinical study series have reported rates of HPC recurrence around 90% as early as 7 months after the time of initial treatment, and the mean overall survival rates for HPC have been reported to be as low as 7 years after diagnosis. The poor prognosis associated with intracranial HPC has led investigators to advocate aggressive treatment combining radical surgical resection with adjuvant radiotherapy [15,16].

Although most authors recommend at present a multimodality treatment strategy, the overall literature regarding intracranial HPC remains very limited, especially concerning clinical sample size and long-term follow-up of patients. In a previous study in patients with intracranial HPC in the published literature, it was found that gross total resection (GTR) provided the greatest survival advantage and that the addition of postoperative adjuvant radiation did not seem to confer a survival benefit but can extend the disease-free interval [17,18]. Metastasis remains a potential consequence of HPC progression, but our data can’t suggest an optimal strategy as the cases are very limited. Given literature that radiation does not halt the development of metastasis, we believe that it is prudent to maintain surveillance of all patients with HPC of the CNS after treatment, regardless of extent of resection or adjuvant radiation. The lack of a standard of care for HPC patients makes it practically important to perform a complete and aggressive workup, especially among patients presenting with recurrent HPC.

Conclusion

Intracranial and spinal HPCs are rare, and often difficult to differ from meningiomas based on radio-imaging and characteristics. The biological behavior of the HPC is more tendency to recur locally and to metastasize extra-spinocranially, complete or gross total resection at the initial time are highly advocated. Postoperative radiotherapy is a triable method to reduce local recurrence for CNS patients with HPCs, radiotherapy should be applied regardless of the surgical residue extent. Long-term follow-up of these patients is necessary, as the recurrence often takes long time to develop.
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